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Dear Theresa Guillen, RDHjU
My name is Ekanem Ita an4l have been a hygienist in the state of Nevada since 2008. lam in favor of
dental hygienist being abIe~lo use a laser device without Dr. supervision. I am also in favor of dental
hygienist being able to takW!x-rays on new pts and pt of record who have not been seen in 18 months.
Somebody has to take x-rá~s on these patients and I don’t see a dental assistant being more qualified
than a dental hygienist to t$ke x-rays. I also believe the hygienist should be allowed to do a periodontal
assessment and an oral caF~er exam before the Dr. sees the patient I believe the process of gathering
information is the expertis~of the hygienist and this would benefit everyone and allow for a more
efficient flow in the dental àffice.
lam against the hygienist b~ing able to administer local anesthesia without the supervision of the
dentist I feel the hygienist l~ trained very well and often has a lot of experience in this area hut my
concern Is that at the end .o*the day after the Dr Sees the last exam the hygienist will be left all alone in
the office to do a deep cleahing. Usually the front office and the dental assistant will be gone or leaving
shortly. I believe this is the ~ircumstance that will pop up more and more “oh please I know it’s the end
of the day and this patient:ieeds a deep cleaning. We are all leaving and hey you are allowed to give
injections without the Dr being on site anyway”. If something happens to the patient and medical
treatment is needed, it is ñ6t in the best interest of the patient to have only the hygienist in the office to
to run a medical emergenc’j~. by themselves. Usually someone needs to get the oxygen, another the first
aide! medical kit, someone, ~ need to make a phone call and someone needs to watch the patient. I
feel the patient is best car~d for in an emergency if there isa “TEAM” available and allowing a hygienist
to give local anesthesia wititout supervision will lead to abuse in terms of hygienist doing SRP’s on the
last patient of the day whileeveryone else is gone. My concern for supervision in this area has more to
do with the context the hygienist will be made to administer local anesthesia. I also feel that there
should always be supervisic~ji with nitrous oxide use also for many of the same reasons.
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This letter is in support of changingthe dental by-laws in regards to hygienist’s not taking x-rays or data
collection on new patients, or those not seen for over 18 months. Let me first state that I understand
and agree with what I think the intent of the statute is, which is that only the dentist can diagnose, and
that the dentist must do the exam, and make diagnosis before the hygienist starts any treatment. I have
heard anecdotal stories from new patients of having quad scaling done without ever seeing the dentist
so I do understand the concern.
However, treatment by hygiene before an exam is, I feel a separate and different issue from not
allowing the hygienist to take x-rays and coiled records on patients when the dentist is present in the
office.
I guess I don’t understand why a hygienist who Is eminently trained and qualified, has to stand aside
while an assistant has to come and take his/her radiographs, I feel it is only reasonable to allow the
hygienist, with the doctor present in the office; to take x-rays, probings, etc., before the dentist comes in
to do the exam, and before any treatment is initiated. This is what they Went to school for, what they
are trained for, and what they are eminently capable of, and what they will be doing at regular intervals
thereafter.

Sincerely,

Dr. Stephen Price, D.D.S.
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